The Application of the Blended Teaching Model Based on the Knowledge Graph in the Course of "International Trade Practice"
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Abstract: With the development of information technology, information-based teaching technology and blended teaching models are widely used in education and teaching, speeding up the pace of classroom teaching reform. Based on the existing teaching theories, this article uses the idea of "knowledge graph technology + hybrid teaching mode", takes the course of "International Trade Practice" as an example, combines the existing problems in current teaching, from the purpose of the reform, the theoretical basis and supporting strategies, the design of the teaching model, the effectiveness of the implementation, and other aspects of the blended teaching model based on the knowledge graph to study. The results of the research show that the "International Trade Practice" course adopts blended teaching model based on knowledge graph for teaching practice, and has achieved good teaching results, which will help promote the further development of the research of blended teaching model based on knowledge graph.

1. Introduction

With the development of information technology, information-based teaching technology and blended teaching models have been widely used in education and teaching, and have had an important impact on the education and teaching of various subjects. The blended teaching mode is formed on the basis of in-depth reflection on the offline teaching mode, fully combining the advantages of the online teaching mode and the offline teaching mode, and transforming the traditional teaching mode through the effective "mixing" of the two [1]. It improves the learning effect and performance of students under the principle of least cost, and will continue to play an important role in future education. However, the current blended teaching of many subjects only stays on the concept, and it has not achieved the organic combination of online teaching and offline teaching, or the online and offline teaching resources cannot be effectively and rationally allocated,
so that there is widespread "light" teaching. The teaching phenomenon of "online and offline" or "offline and offline and online" cannot achieve the coordination and unity of online and offline teaching. In addition, the low completion rate of online learning in blended teaching courses, shallow learning content, insufficient learning interest and learning motivation, make teachers unable to effectively carry out blended teaching, and the preset teaching effect is far from the actual learning effect which restrict the development of mixed teaching mode.

Knowledge graph is a visualization technique to describe knowledge resources and their structural relationships. It is a source of knowledge construction and deep thinking. It helps teachers and students to effectively explore the connections and laws between various knowledge points and optimize learning strategies and improve learning efficiency [2]. The concept of knowledge graph has been widely used in the field of computer science from its proposal to its development. With the continuous promotion of the application of knowledge graphs, knowledge graph has also been gradually applied in the field of education and teaching, but the application of knowledge graph in the field of education and teaching is limited to the technical level, lacking in-depth integration with education and teaching, and related research in academia is not too much. In the field of education and teaching, the knowledge graph is used for curriculum design, which can track the teaching situation of teachers and students through data collection and analysis, and provide for optimizing teaching effects, improving teaching activities, reforming teaching strategies, and transforming online and offline teaching model [3]. Therefore, with the development of information technology and the continuous transformation of education and teaching methods, the research on the application of knowledge graph in education and teaching is of great significance in this article.

Based on the above analysis, this article takes the course of "International Trade Practice" as an example, guided by the blended teaching model, combines the construction ideas of the knowledge graph with the blended teaching model, and integrates the teaching theories and teaching resources of the course to build a foundation the blended teaching model of knowledge graph, and discuss the application effect of this teaching model, in order to help students improve their learning enthusiasm and initiative, enhance learning effects, and cultivate logical thinking ability; at the same time, it will help teachers keep pace with the times and improve teaching methods and means, improve the teaching level, solve the contradiction between the teacher's preset teaching effect and the actual teaching effect in traditional classroom teaching, and realize the purpose of deep learning based on the knowledge graph-based blended teaching model[4].

2. The purpose of Adopting the Blended Teaching Model Based on Knowledge Graph in the Course of "International Trade Practice"

2.1. The Transformation of the Classroom Subject

Teachers unilaterally instill textbook content, on the one hand, which is perfunctory to the teaching work and not conducive to the teacher's own growth and development, on the other hand, which is also irresponsible to the students and not conducive to the achievement of teaching goals. At present, in the classroom of "International Trade Practices", the teaching model that focuses on teachers' lectures should be changed. Teachers should change from a lecturer to a leader, give students more learning autonomy, arouse students’ learning initiative, encourage students to be passive listeners to become active participants, and participate in the discussion of teaching content and teaching methods. It gives full play to the teacher’s dominance and student’s subjectivity in
the teaching process, emphasizing that the classroom should be "student-oriented", "teacher-led, and student-oriented" [5]. Through the formulation of curriculum content, programs and rules, Teachers encourage students to use extracurricular time, use various information channels to gain in-depth understanding of the required knowledge content, form their own theoretical system, express their views and opinions in various forms in the classroom, and encourage students to become learning actors so as to achieve the purpose of teaching.

2.2. The Transformation of Classroom Teaching Methods

With the updating of classroom teaching methods and the development of information technology, the traditional teaching model also needs to keep pace with the times and undergo changes. In the current "International Trade Practices" classroom teaching, teachers should pay attention to the update and application of teaching methods, keep pace with the times, and comprehensively use knowledge graph, blended teaching, heuristic teaching methods, case teaching methods, etc. for classroom teaching reform [6].

2.3. Reorganization of Teaching Resources

The teaching resources used for the knowledge graph-based blended teaching model in the course of "International Trade Practices" are not limited to textbooks. The teaching resources of the knowledge graph-based blended teaching model are mainly video materials, case studies and other online resources. There are mainly three types of offline resources: one is the teaching resources related to the course knowledge of "International Trade Practices" and auxiliary resources such as learning programs that guide students to learn, and learning task lists. The second is a learning platform that supports online learning, such as various international trade practice platform resources, learning yuan and other online learning platforms. The third is the sharing of other resources [7].

2.4. Reconstruction of Teaching Design

In terms of teaching activity design, the blended teaching model based on the knowledge graph is communication, answering questions, and results display; in terms of teaching evaluation, the teaching evaluation method of the hybrid teaching model based on the knowledge map is more diversified and flexible, and more Student self-evaluation, student mutual evaluation, teacher evaluation, questionnaires, test scores, comparative analysis, etc.[8].

2.5. Reconstruction of Teaching Process and Teaching Content

In the course teaching of "International Trade Practices", the blended teaching model based on knowledge graph is adopted. Before class, students need to consult materials, watch videos online, communicate with group members, and seek solutions to problems according to their learning tasks and learning plans; Teachers need to make and upload teaching resources for students; publish learning task lists and learning requirements; understand students' learning conditions; make PPT for subsequent classroom teaching. In class, the teacher first guides the students to review their knowledge, conduct diagnostic tests on the students’ learning, and understand the students’ learning conditions before class, so as to teach students in accordance with their aptitude in class teaching; teachers and students ask questions, communicate with each other, and discuss with each other, so
that the problems can be solved. At the same time students present their plans in the classroom. After class, through diversified teaching evaluation and reflection, in turn, the teaching effect will be further improved. The whole process is based on "teacher as the leading, students as the main body", to promote students to actively construct a knowledge system in classroom activities.

In short, through the adoption of a knowledge graph-based blended teaching model in the course of "International Trade Practices", students will become the masters of the classroom, and students' learning initiative will be improved; through the use of knowledge graph, students will be cultivated in communication, program design, event planning, etc, so that students' thinking is not limited to the classroom and achieve linkage inside and outside the classroom [9]. At the same time, through the study of this course, students will have a macro understanding of international trade, master the key operating points of international trade practice, and let some interested students truly participate in international trade practice and apply what they have learned.

3. Theoretical Basis and Supporting Strategies for the Design of Blended Teaching Model Based on the Knowledge Graph

3.1. Theoretical Basis

In the course of "International Trade Practices", the design of the blended teaching model based on the knowledge graph is mainly based on the following four theories: One is the teaching viewpoint of the educator Rich Russ, which is based on the teaching conditions, organizational strategies and teaching results. Thinking of teaching model design, it is pointed out that teaching conditions mainly include teaching content and teaching characteristics. Organizational strategies are mainly divided into micro-strategy and macro-strategy. Teaching results mainly include teaching efficiency and teaching effect. The second is that Smith and Reagan jointly proposed the "Smith-Reagan Model" which "focused on teaching" and embodies the "connection-cognition" learning theory. The third is the dynamic interaction model of learners' internal characteristics, behaviors, and environment proposed by Albert Bandura. The fourth is the early "Dick-Curry" instructional design model, and the characteristic analysis of the students' internal psychological process is added to this model, and finally a complete and systematic instructional design model is formed [10].

3.2. Support Strategy

In the course of "International Trade Practice", the design of the blended teaching model based on the knowledge graph needs to realize the perfection, development, convergence and convergence of the knowledge graph. Therefore, the following four aspects of supporting strategies are needed in the design of the teaching model: One is the support in terms of teaching content. It mainly choose the teaching content of the "International Trade Practice" course that is suitable for developing the blended teaching model based on the knowledge map, through the collection and sorting of related data, the collection, screening, and integration of the knowledge map, and combine the teaching content to show students a complete knowledge map which promotes innovation in the learning process; the second is cognitive support. Through offline explanations and online self-study, students can realize the importance of knowledge graph and "International Trade Practice" courses, and promote the internalization and externalization of students' knowledge and the generation of in-depth learning; the third is technical support. Through the Neo4j system and Netdraw software, it
collect relevant data in the course teaching of "International Trade Practice", draw knowledge graphs and visually present and analyze them, and then realize real-time and in-depth thinking and learning activities; the fourth is the support of students' learning motivation. Sufficient learning motivation of students helps to enhance students’ learning enthusiasm and initiative, and in turn it helps to develop the belended teaching model based on the knowledge graph in the course of "International Trade Practice", which in turn further stimulates students’ learning motivation. Improve learning effect [11].

4. Design of the Blended Teaching Model Based on the Knowledge Map in the Course of "International Trade Practice"

The knowledge graph-based blended teaching model in the course of "International Trade Practice" mainly includes online and offline design. The overall is a "problem-oriented, teacher-led, student-based" dual-master teaching model, through the use of Neo4j system and Netdraw software to draw, use the knowledge graph, integrate online and offline [12], and carry out the integration, explanation and teaching effect analysis of the "International Trade Practice" course. Among them, the online teaching mode is mainly aimed at the construction of knowledge graphs. Based on the "International Trade Practice" curriculum standards, outlines, etc., it integrates various teaching resources and produces teaching videos to encourage students to independently complete online learning and teaching in class. Classroom observation, teaching testing, analysis and evaluation, teaching improvement and other main links form an effective closed loop to promote the improvement of online teaching effect; offline teaching mode mainly uses the analysis method of knowledge graph to conduct the design of teaching content in "International Trade Practice", the production of teaching courseware and teaching plans, and the evaluation of the teaching effect after the offline teaching activities, and pass the "International Trade Practices" course under the teaching environment of "problem-oriented + teacher supervision + technology application". The mutual influence of theory and technology, teaching process, methods and strategies, and teaching results improves the effectiveness and satisfaction of teaching results.

Take the third chapter "Delivery of Goods" in the course of "International Trade Practice" as an example, and carry out the teaching of this chapter in the accounting class N183 of Jiaxing Nanhu University. There are 35 students in the N183 class of Accounting at Jiaxing Nanhu University. The overall performance of the students is good who are relatively motivated and active in learning, and are willing to accept new knowledge, but the overall software operation ability of the students is not strong, and the basic knowledge of international trade is relatively weak. In response to this situation, I am committed to adopting a blended teaching model based on knowledge graph in the teaching process to promote the rapid acquisition of new knowledge by students and improve their learning efficiency. The specific implementation process of teaching is as follows.

First, upload relevant learning materials of "Delivery of Goods" and supervise students' online learning; second, introduce a new lesson of “the delivery of goods” through the knowledge graph offline; Third, focus on the content involved in the knowledge graph; fourth, classroom display of individual knowledge graph of students; fifth, Teaching analysis and evaluation.

5. Conclusion

In a nutshell, this article combines theory and practice to study the knowledge graph-based
blended teaching model in "International Trade Practice" course of accounting class N183 of Jiaxing Nanhu University and explore its design and application issues, basically completed the design, development and utilization of the teaching process [13]. Through statistical analysis of the teaching effect, it is concluded that the teaching model has achieved better results in the "International Trade Practice" course. The study has important theoretical and practical significance for the future application of the blended teaching model based on the knowledge graph to education and teaching. In addition, although the blended teaching model based on the knowledge graph still has technical support, teacher data literacy, teaching design and evaluation in the practice process, this model reflects the changes in teachers’ teaching methods and students’ learning methods in the ubiquitous teaching and learning environment. It may become a new direction for the development of in-depth integration of information technology and education and teaching in the future [14].
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